Abstract-This paper develops a Dirichlet-Neumann (D-N) alternating algorithm to solve the mixed boundary value problem of Laplace equation in an infinite domain, and analyses the convergence of the algorithm. By choosing a circle surrounding the original boundary as an artificial boundary to divide the unbounded domain into two sub-domains, we can make use of the natural boundary reduction (NBR) method in the infinite subdomain to solve a Dirichlet boundary value problem while use the finite element method in the finite sub-domain to solve a mixed boundary value problem. We prove that the algorithm is convergent geometrically for any relaxation factor between 0 and 1. The numerical experiment results also display that the sequence of iterative solutions is geometrically convergent, the convergence rate is independent of the finite element mesh size h , and the maximum nodal error on 1  is roughly of
INTRODUCTION
Many applications in science and engineering fields, such as hydrodynamics, electromagnetism, acoustics, etc., can be reduced to exterior boundary value problems of partial differential equations. It's very effective to solve boundary value problems on bounded domains by the finite element method and the finite difference method, yet those methods are difficult to be applied to problems on unbounded domains directly. Therefore, a variety of numerical methods are proposed to solve the exterior problems [1, 2, 3] . Among them, the D-N alternating algorithm has been studied to solve problems on unbounded domains, for examples, Laplace equation, Poisson equation and anisotropic elliptic equation with Dirichlet boundary condition [4, 5, 6] , Helmholtz equation with Neumann boundary condition [7, 8] , and the anisotropic problem with mixed boundary condition in an infinite domain with a concave angle [9] .
In this paper, we consider the exterior Laplace problem with mixed boundary value conditions:
 is the planar piecewise smooth closed curve, Step 1. For any initial value
Step 2. Solve a Dirichlet boundary value problem in domain 2  :
Step 3. Solve a mixed boundary value problem in domain 1  :
Step 4. Input a relaxation factor k  and set
Step 5. Put
Noting that, only the normal derivative on boundary 1  of the solution of (2) is needed for solving (3). So, instead of solving problem (2), we use the natural integral equation in [2] to obtain
III. THE DISCRETE VARIATIONAL FORM AND ITS CONVERGENCE
Discrete variational form of the problem (2) and (3) is: find
( 1, 2, ),
From the problem (6), we can get algebraic equations as follows:
where the third-order block matrix on the left is a stiffness matrix obtained by finite element method in 1 (8) is equivalent to the preprocessing Richardson iteration method: 
The condition number of the iterative matrix (7) and (8) is convergent, and the convergence rate is independent of the finite element mesh size h .
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Example. Consider to solve the problem (1), where  is the infinite domain outside of square [ 1, 1] (7) and (8).
( ) h e k denotes the maximum nodal error on 1  :
k denotes the maximum nodal error of the adjacent twosteps:
q k denotes the approximation of the convergence rate:
The numerical results are as follows ( Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 ): From the numerical results, we can see that:
(1) Table 1 shows that the sequence of iterative solutions is geometrically convergent according to the decrease rate ( ) h q k of ( ) h d k ; moreover, when using different mesh size, the convergence speed with the same relaxation factor is approximately same, which is consistent with Theorem 3.2.
(2) Table 2 shows the finer the mesh size is, the smaller the error between the iterative convergence solution and the accurate solution will be, and the maximum nodal error on 1  is roughly of Table 3 shows that when  closes to 0.55, the convergence rate of the iterative algorithm will be faster.
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